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Introduction
The development in transient electromagnetic airborne electromagnetic methods (AEM) has over the last decay focused on developing systems with
very high transmitter moment. High moments are necessary to resolve deep laying mining targets or groundwater resources. Resolution of the near
surface geology on the scale applicable for AEM surveys is usually reserved to helicopter borne frequency domain systems.
A recent development has lead to a new version of the SkyTEM system (Sørensen and Auken, 2004), the Mini SkyTEM (SkyTEM101) system. The
system is small compared to the normal system but even more importantly in this context a new coil response correction technique makes it possible
to measure the first time gate in 5-6 µs from begin of the turn off ramp and thereby to get resistivity information about the upper 5 - 20 m. The data
processing system (Auken et al, 2009) has been changed accordingly to facilitate the new data and obtain the full potential of the data in terms of
resolution of near-surface geological structures.
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Key numbers:

Loop area = 132 m2

Low Moment: 1 turn / 7.5A / ~4 µs

High Moment: 1 turn / 55A / ~20 µs

Flight speed: up to 100 km/h (140 
km/h during test flights)

First gate ~5-6 µs
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Problematic: The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) varies as a function
of the flight altitude and decreases at higher altitude above forest
areas for example (cf. left figure).

For now: trapezoid filters are applied with the same widths for
an entire survey

New incomes: the widths of the averaging filter are adapted in
function of the data standard deviation (cf. right figure)

Consequences: best lateral resolution possible where S/N is
high

Fig. 1: CR measurements at high altitude Fig. 2a: Inversion without CR factor Fig. 2b: Inversion with CR factor

Problematic: Early gates after the turn-off are contaminated with Coil
Response (CR)
For now: CR is measured at high altitude (Fig. 1), its shape is stable
and can be used from the beginning to the end of a survey. The CR is
removed by inverting a scaling factor (Fig. 2a, 2b & 2c)
New incomes: CR level is measured throughout the survey and
removed before inversion

The Mini SkyTEM system has been used for the
first time in the NiCA project (Nitrate reduction in a
geologically heterogeneous Catchment, Danish
Council for Strategic Research). The purpose of
this project is to model the reduction of nitrates to
draw a risk map and to optimize the depollution of
the near-surface aquifers. For this hydrogeological
modeling, a geological model of the upper 30 m
derived from the resistivity results is needed.
Excellent correlation with boreholes has been
obtained (Fig. 1 & 2).

� Very early-times are usable thanks to the Coil Response correction

� Coming new version of adaptative trapezoid filters will optimize the lateral resolution critical for near-surface investigation

� The new SkyTEM101 system has been successfully used during a first near-surface survey and is ready for production

Fig. 2c: Resisitvity models

Fig. 1: Resistivity section with boreholes (from 3D grid)

Boreholes legend: 

I for clay and ml for morraine clay => blue and green colors in resistivity section

s for sand and g for gravel  => yellow and red colors in resistivity section

Fig. 2: Mean resisitivity map for 
depth 15-20 m
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